
Appian Empowerment 
provides you with: 

Autonomy in your 

Appian practice. 

Increased productivity 

to realize value faster. 

Cost containment and 

accurate cost projections.

Appian Empowerment
We transfer ownership and expertise to you. 

Long-lasting digital transformations rely on strong development teams to 

provide ongoing value. This means hiring the right people, developing the 

right skill sets, and adopting effective development methodologies and 

practices. The Appian Platform makes a new way of working possible. 

We’ll help you establish a robust in-house practice that enables you to 

continuously innovate, build applications with incomparable speed, and 

produce ongoing value for your business. 

Appian Empowerment brings our experience from more than two decades 

and 5000+ successful implementations to help you build an effective, 

in-house Appian development process.  We collaborate with your team on 

a practical, real-world application that supports your organizational goals 

while teaching you the most effective agile methods to produce consistent, 

quick results. And we conduct an orderly transfer of ownership from our 

team to yours to ensure your ongoing success. 

• Learn Appian by jointly building a real-world business capability 

with our experts.  

• Gain consistent oversight and support from Appian experts. 

• Access curated training for all practitioners for a full year. 

3 Phases of Empowerment

How does Appian Empowerment work? Through three key phases: 

Readines

The Readiness phase ensures that all the essential pieces are in place. In 

this phase, we will:

• Conduct an assessment of your existing development program and 

team skills to tailor our approach. 

• Deliver workshops to enhance your knowledge of low-code 

development best practices.

• Complete technical pre-work on the business case to handle bespoke 

infrastructure or complex dependencies. 



Appian is a software company that 

automates business processes. The 

Appian AI Process Platform includes 

everything you need to design, 

automate, and optimize even the 

most complex processes, from start 

to finish. The world’s most innovative 

organizations trust Appian to 

improve their workflows, unify data, 

and optimize operations—resulting in 

better growth and superior customer 

experiences. For more information, 

visit appian.com. [Nasdaq: APPN]
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Showcase

During the Showcase phase, you’ll see the speed and performance of 

Appian first-hand. Shadow our team as we: 

• Complete a discovery sprint to define the business case and create a 

backlog and product roadmap.

• Execute implementation sprints focused on setting ambitious 

performance benchmarks.

Performance

During the Performance phase, your team will take the lead and build an 

ongoing, effective practice. They will:

• Take over delivery, with close and continuous support from the 

Appian team.

• Gain lasting benefit from bi-weekly deep dives into essential 

Appian topics.

• See measurable progress through updated program and practitioner 

assessments completed at the end of each sprint.

• Continue building skills with year-long access to unlimited instructor-led, 

tailored Appian training. 

For more information, visit appian.com.


